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Reciprocity Requirements: 
 
This Commission has stated that the Appellate Court decision in Local Union Nos. 15, 
51 and 702, International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers v. Illinois Commerce 
Commission, 265 Ill. Dec. 302, 772 N.E.2d 340 (5th Dist. 2002) (“IBEW”) interpreted the 
reciprocity requirements set forth in Section 16-115 (d)(5) of the Act.  The Appellate 
Court decision in IBEW held that before the Commission grants a certificate of service 
authority, it must find that the applicant complies with three conditions:  (1) the 
applicant, its corporate affiliates, or the applicant’s principal source of electricity (to the 
extent such source is known at the time of the application) owns or controls facilities, for 
public use, for the transmission or distribution of electricity to end users within a defined 
geographic area to which electric power and energy can be physically and economically 
delivered by the electric utility or utilities in whose service area or areas the proposed 
service will be offered, (2) the applicant, its corporate affiliates, or principal source of 
electricity, as the case may be, provides delivery services to the electric utility or utilities 
in whose service area or areas the proposed service will be offered that are reasonably 
comparable to those offered by the electric utility, and (3) the applicant agrees to 
annually certify that it, its corporate affiliates, or applicant’s principal source of 
electricity is continuing to provide such delivery services and that it has not knowingly 
assisted any person or entity avoid the requirements of Section 16-115 of the Act.  See 
the final order in Docket 0006-0705, Dec. 20, 2006. 

 
Regarding the first condition, neither APN Starfirst, L.P. nor its corporate affiliates owns 
or controls facilities, for public use, for the transmission or distribution of electricity to 
end-users within a defined geographic area to which electric and energy can be physically 
and economically delivered by the electric utility or utilities in whose service area or 
areas the proposed service will be offered. Instead, APN Starfirst, L.P. relies on the 
principal source of electricity provisions of Section 16-115(d)(5) of the Act.  
 
The Public Utilities Act defines “primary supplier” as the supplier of at least 65% 
of the power sold by an ARES (220 ILCS 5/16-115(d)(5)).  In its previous application for 
an ARES license, ICC Docket No. 06-0705, the APN Starfirst, L.L.P. stated that it would 
obtain more than 65% of its power from MISO.  The Commission denied that 
application, partly on the basis of its belief that the Appellate Court’s ruling in Strategic 
Energy, LLC v. Illinois Commerce Commission, Appellate Court of Illinois, Second 
District, November 29, 2006, slip opinion, (“Strategic”) precludes applicants from 
meeting the reciprocity requirement by obtaining power from a regional transmission 
organization such as MISO.  Applicant continues to believe that it can meet the 
reciprocity requirement by obtaining more than 65% of its power from MISO and notes 
that there are several pending appeals on this issue brought by other ARES applicants.  
Nevertheless, as an alternative position, Applicant is willing to commit to purchasing 
more than 65% of its power from a single supplier. 
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[The confidential portion of Attachment C sets forth the supply plans of Applicant and is 
therefore being filed as a proprietary document] 
 
. . .  
 
Finally, APN Starfirst, L.P. certifies that it complies with Section 16-115(d)(5) of the Act 
and that it will remain in compliance with such requirements and will annually certify 
such compliance to the Commission in January of each year after its certification.  Thus, 
it meets the third test in IBEW. 




